te uliKouwn amplitude attenuations and the estimation of the unknown signal wavefurms are also presented. 
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I. INTRUDULTION
Tiue locdtion of a radiating point-source can be determined by uuservdtion of its signal at an array of spatially distributed sensors. The uptiril, iaximur,i Likelihood (ML), estimate of the source location parameters (i.e. bearing ano range) is achieved by maximizing the array beamformer output LZi or, alternatively, by cross-correlating the various sensor outputs and obtain the ML estimates by maximizing a weighted sum of the cross-correlation respunses with respect to a pair of bearing and range parameters [3] .
The presence of several signal sources drastically complicates the esi,,idtio, process. To obtain the ML estimate of all source location param,,eters jointly, we have to maximize a significantly more complicated iighly ioun-linear tunction with respect to K pairs of unknown location pdraweters, where K is the assumed number of signal sources. Of course, brute force cdn dlways be used to solve the problem, evaluating the objective function on coarse grid to roughly locate the global maximum, and then applying the Gauss method or Newton-Raphson or some other iterative gradient-search algorithm. However, when applied to the problem in hand, tnese metrhuds tend to be very complex and computationally time consuming.
Consequently, approximations to the ML solution and various ad hoc scnemes fur multiple source localization have been proposed in recent literdture (e.g., L4J -L201); however, most of the proposed suboptimal locdliZdtioUF schemes simplify processor structure and computations at the sdcrifice of system resolution and accuracy.
Iii this report, we develop an iterative schpme for multipie source location estimation based on the Estimate-Maximize (EM) algorithm. However, unlike the orute force gradient-search iterative algorithms, the proposed scheme makes an essential use of the stochastic system under consideration.
The heuristic idea is to decompose the sum of vector signals observed at the sensor outputs into its components, and then apply a conventional beamformer instrumentation to each signal component to obtain the bearing and range ebtiinate of tne corresponding source. The algorithm iterates, using the resulting parameter estimates to better decompose the observed data on the next iteration cycle and thus to improve the next parameter estimates. This c(oiputtionally attractive algorithm is shown to be optimal in the sense that it cunveryes to the exact PL estimate of all source location parameters simul tareously.
Ttie urydnization of the report is as follows: In Section II we re-derive the EM algorithm following the considerations in [1], and then we specialize to the Linear-Gaussian case. In Section III we apply the algorithm to the rultiple source location estimation.
II. MAXIMUm LIKELIHUOD ESTIMATION AND THE ESTIMATE-MAXIMIZE ALGORITHM
Let Y be a vector random variables possessing the probability
Euclidean space. The ML estimate _A44 of 6, given an observed 4, is uutdinea by maximizing the log-likelihood function
If the vector _1 contains several unknowns, such as in the multiple source location problem, and since (0J(yiJj g is generally a highly nun-linear function of 6 , the maximization required in (1) tends to be very cumpl ex.
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Suppose the data vector Y can be viewed as being 'incomplete', and we can specify some "complete' data .'that is related to Y by
where HN) is a non-invertable (many-to-one) transformation. In the multiple source location problem, the "complete" data Ycould be the observation of the various source signals separately, where the "incomplete" (observed) data Y is the sumu of the signal contributions from the various sources. As pointed out before, the Y model may be complicated to work on directly, in which case reference to the Xmodel might be very useful.
For all "complete" data realizations ) such that
is the probability density of_) , and //y.
( ) is the conditional probability density of Y given that Y:. . Taking the logarithm on both sides of (3), we obtain
TaKing the conditional expectation given Y: ' for a parameter value & # (i.e., multiplyin both sides of (4) byf IV.. )and integrating with respect to X over we obtan n -6; 
Using the Jensen's inequality, it can easily be verified that
9(&~'v~ )/.I,)*) Hence
The relation in (9) formi the basis to the EM algorithm.. The algorithm starts with an initial guess 01 and let be defined inductively by Thie Jensen 's inequality asserts that for any two probability oensi ties((!)ancl ')def ined over J Since 90010) is the value of 6 that maximizes 9(0', ) , then accoruing to (9) each iteration of the algorithm increases the likelihood.
Hence, under the usual regularity conditions, the algorithm converges to the waxiiun, likelihood estimate, i.e. A '4 . The rate of convergence of the algorithm is exponential (see El]), depending on the fraction of the covariance of the 'complete" data that can be predicted using the observed ("incomplete') data. If that fraction is small, the rate of convergence tends to be slow, in which case one could use standard numerical methods to dccelerate the algorithm.
It is important to observe that the EM algorithm is not uniquely defined. The transformation H(.) relating Y to Y can be any noi-invertable transformation. Obviously, there are many possible "complete" data specifications that will generate the observed data. Thus, the EM ilqurithn can be implemented in many possible ways. The final outcome, which is the ML estimate, is completely unaffected by the way in which H is specified (i.e. the choice of "complete" data); howevei, the choice of Hmay critically affect the complexity and rate of convergence of the algorithm, and unfortunate choice of H may yield a completely useless algorithm. Hence,
given a parameter estimation model, the practically important question that is left open is how to find the computationally most efficient implementation of the algorithm.
The Linear-Gaussian Case
Suppose that 1-)(Y, where / is a men matrix (m -1), and Ypossesses tne following multivariate Gaussian probability density
:2 if Y is complex-valued, and the superscript P denotes the conjugate-transpose operator. We shall refer to this case as the Linear-Gaussian case. Taking the logarithm of (11), we
wtire trL J stands for the trace of the bracketed matrix. Substituting (12) into (6), we obtain Substituting (14) and (15) into (13), the function 9(,f/ ')required for the Em algorithm is given in a closed form.
We note that 9( , ') aid PVjl X % )have the sae dependence on R. Maximizing 9 (t, .') with respect to k-is the same as maximizing f,/', 'y %) with respect to 0
Helce, the EK algorithn. requires the I. solution in the Ymodel which might be sigiificantly easier to obtain than the direct ML solution in the Y model.
If k'(.)= a constant matrix, 9(., s?') assumes the simplified form w?,ere a(t') accounts for all terms that are independent of,. Substituting Infon~latio, concerning the various source location parameters can be extracted by measuring the various , . In the passive case, one can only measure the travel time differences, obtainable by selecting one sensor as a reference ano compbring its output with that of every other sensor. If we let senso! M to be the reference and set = , then r;., measures the travel time difference of the kth signal wavefront to the (wm ) sensor pair.
To simplify the exposition, suppose that the various signal sources are relatively far-field so that the observed signal wavefronts are essentially planar across the array. If we further suppose that the array sensors are co-linear, trien
where , is the spacing between sensors wandl,cC is the velocity of prupogation ir, the medium, and Y is the angle of incident of the k th signal wavetront witr respect to the array baseline.
In this setting, the estimation problem can be stated as follows: Given the ouserveo data fti,,.j)3 "
, find the M estimate of Y, ,..
We shall find it convenient to work with the parameters @ .
Since M estimation conmutes over non-linear transformation, we can first estimate the Fj and then translate to the .
Assuming that the Sk ( ) are perfectly known to the observer, and that tke 1,, /1 ) are realizations from uncorrelated zero-mean spectrally white Gaussian processes, the log-likelihood function is given by We further note that the optimization problem stated above assumes prior knowleoge of the 0(k,.1.
and Yj (i)'J . In practice, this is apt to be unrealistic. One is unlikely to have exact prior knowledge of the amplitude attenudtions ano detailed description of the signal waveshapes may be similarly incomplete, in which case to obtain the KL estimate of the O4 )J
we must maximize the expression in (24) with respect to all the unknowns in the problem. The effect of unknown attenuation factors can be eliminated from the likelihood equation by observing that for pre-specified Pj "i , (23) uecohmes a weighted linear least squares problem in the j , for which there is a closed forn, solution. Thus, we can substitute the 04. 1. by their weiynted least squares estimates and obtain a somewhat more complicated functional to be maximizea with respect to the remaining unknowns. However, te effect of unknown signal waveshapes cannot be eliminated that easily and hence, the required maximation becomes exceedingly more complicated.
Hdvirg the EN method in mind, we would like to simplify the maximization associated with the direct ML approach. To apply the algorithm to the problem in hand, the first step is to specify the "complete" data. A natural choice of the 'complete" data is given by decomposing the observed signals ',, (into wrere the ?id/t) art chosen to be realizations from uncorrelated zero-mean white Gaussian processes with spectral levels of AA iOV, If we require Lunsioier, for tile moment, M_ estimation using the 'comiplete" data.
Since the comiponents of Y1i'are uncorrelated Gaussian random processes, the log-li~elihucoo of Yt is the sum over i and w of the log-likelihood of 
Suppose that the .S,10 are known a-priori so that we Oonly" have to estimate the K sets oi.~
(~
The maximization of (24) with respect to all unknowns is a rather complex maximization problem. The miaximization of (34), however, is a much simpler problem. This is since the expression in (34) can be decomposed into 
AVm
Hence, the maximization of (34) with respect to the K-set unknowns can be decomposea into the K separate maximizations T.
[ , Wr
-. ,.:
The maximization in (37) is, in fact, the maximization problem associoteo with the WL estimation of the bearing parameter of a single source in the presence of unknown amplitude attenuations.
The EK algorithm is directed at finding a value of the parameters that maximize (24), however, it does so by making an essential use of the solution to (37).
Since the "complete" data is Gaussian, and the transformation
is linear, we can use the version of the algurittva developed for the Linear-Gaussian case. Thus, the M-step of the algorithm is given by (34) (since 9(±, p'') and (0yfy ( Perhaps the must stricking feature of the algorithn has already been indicateo before. The algorithm decouples the complex multiple-parameter maximization associated with the direct L procedure into K separate M maximizations as illustrated in Figure 2 . The extension to bearing and range estimation is straightforward. The basic scheme Is still illustrated by Figure 2 , where now each ML processor requires the maximization with respect to a pair of bearing and rarge parameters. Thus, the complexity of the algorithm is completely unaffected by the number of signal sources. As the number of sources increases, we have to increase the number of tL processors in parallel; however, each processor is maximized separately.
-15 -Since the algorithii is based on the EM method, it must converge to the exact Y4 estimate of all source location parameters simultaneously.
We note, in passing, that according to (26), the Pk? must satisfy the constraint - (41) but otherwise they are free variables. The choice of Pi., does not affect the final estimate (at the point of convergence); however, it can be used to control the rate of convergence of the algorithm.
We now consider the M-step of the algorithm in more details. If we set the aerivative of the expression in (40) equals to zero, we obtain T'
T .
- (42) ;,
Since tie second derivatives with respect to the 4," is a negative aefinite matrix, we have therefore expressea the optimal choice of the WI, as a function of i"h . Substituting (42) into (40) and following straightforward algeora manipulations, the k-step of the algorithm reduces to j 2 
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The ten, fvy 4I . (t-r)W/ can be generated by passing );'1l) through a filter matched to f (A). Thus, tij is obtained by maximizing d squarec ano weiglited sum of a bank match filter outputs.
Modified EP Algorithi.
Tue EY, theory allows us to substitute the N-step of the algorith (Equation (40)) by the following two-step maximization:
"r7;.
-, 1 0 
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We nute that the solution to (49) is obtained by maximizing a weighted linear sum of a bank match filter outputs.
Tne waximization of (47) followed by the maximization of (48) is generally not equivalent to the maximization required in (40). However, since the condition in (9) is still satisfied, each iteration increases tie likelihood, and the modified algorithmu converges to the desired results. By replacing (4) by (49) , we therefore simplify processor structure ano computations in the expense of possibly very moderdte decrease in the rate of convergence of the algorithm.
Another alternative is to maximize the expression in (40) first with respect to the di, (using i&, ) and then with respect to . The H-step of the algorithm, In that case, is given by .° T,
We note that (49) followed by (50) is not the same as (51) followed by (bk). However, for the same reason, both algorithms converge to the desired ML solution.
Unkiiuwn Signal 6aveforms
The algorithm and its modified version developed in the previous sections critically depends on exact prior knowledge of the S, (t). In Ignoring end-effects, the expression in (54) to be maximized can be written in the form
To find a function f(j7) that maximizes the integral given in (55), it is sufficient to find z(t)that maximizes the Integrand. If we set the derivative of the integrand with respect to Sk () equals to zero, we obtain after some obvious manipulations
Since the second derivative of the integrand with respect to .5"4) is negative, we have found the optimal choice of 51f), expressed in terms of the remaining unknowns in the problem. Substituting (56) into (54), the required maximization can be carried out as following:
We note that at convergence, equation (58) The maximization required in (57) is still rather complicated. However, the modifiec EM approach can be used to further simplify the computations by mIxinizin (D4) first with respect to Qj , then with respect to S~tf), and finally with respect to the J . The M-step of the algorithm, in that case, taKes the form: however, all of which converge to the exact K. estimate of all source location parameters simultaneously. 
